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Abstract: The use of non-physical barriers, particularly based on acoustic and luminous stimuli has
been historically used to influence the behavior of fish, mainly for fishing purposes. Nowadays,
behavioral barriers and guidance systems have been developed, not only to deter movements of fish,
but also to promote behavioral responses with the objective of native fish protection, in particular the
potamodromous species, reducing their mortality in the hydraulic structures of dams and guiding
them towards transposition systems or to replacement habitats in regularized water bodies. This
review details the use of acoustic and luminous systems and their evolution in recent years (Scopus
2012–2019) for the development of selective behavioral barriers for fish. We found that recent
technologies try to identify new acoustic and luminous sensory ranges. Ambient sound, sound
of predators or luminous spectral bands with different wavelengths have been used to selectively
stimulate target and non-target species, in order to improve the effectiveness of repulsive/attractive
systems for fish. Guidelines for future research in the area are also present.

Keywords: acoustic deterrents; underwater light; behavioral barrier; endemic fishes; selective filters

1. Introduction

Freshwater ecosystems of conservationist interest, known as hotspots of biodiver-
sity, are particularly vulnerable to negative human activities (e.g., water pollution and
eutrophication, water extraction, aquatic and riparian habitat degradation, river regulation
and flow alterations) and, more recently, to climate change, which is responsible for an
increase in the frequency and magnitude of drought and flood events [1–3]. Particularly,
river fragmentation caused by the presence of instream obstacles is one of the major causes
affecting the sustainability of native fish populations and contributing to the decline of
more than 50% of threatened fish species in Europe [4]. The loss of river connectivity
promoted by the construction of small and big dams is also accompanied by changes in
flow and decrease in habitat heterogeneity and quality [3,5–9]. For example, in Iberia,
during the past decades, not only increased the number of big dams (>15 m height), but
also the number small hydropower plants and small weirs (in Portugal, it exists more than
8000 transversal obstacles, with less than 5 m height [10], contributing to the disruption
of the longitudinal connectivity of lotic ecosystems [11,12]. Several researchers studied
solutions to overcome or minimize this negative impact, such as through the implemen-
tation of fish passages [13–16]. However, often these structures represent a handicap for
native potamodromous fish, namely to find the access and subsequently to transpose the
obstacles during up and downstream reproductive migration. For these reasons, guidance
systems can be crucial in order to increase the permeability of these infrastructures to
species migration [17].

Various behavioral systems based on the use of sensory stimuli has been studied
by several researchers with the objective to deter movements and protect fish from hy-
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draulic traps as well as to increase the efficiency of transposition systems, through acoustic
stimuli [18–20], luminous [21–24], electrical [25,26] chemical [27,28] among other sys-
tems. The effectiveness of these different stimuli is varied and depend essentially on the
sensitive capacities of the species for a given stimulus, which may be related to their inter-
nal/external morphology, trophic chain, reproduction, or also related to environmental
conditions [29,30].

The knowledge of the ecophysiology of target species, namely how they react to a
given stimulus (acoustic, luminous or other) can be used to develop selective behavioral
systems, either repulsive or attractive. High potential can be assigned to behavioral stimuli
if they can be applied specifically to target species. In fact, the development of behavioral
selectivity systems may help, in the future, for the protection and conservation of native
threatened species. For instance, the longitudinal river connectivity and permeability
in fragmented rivers is crucial for them to access particular areas, such as spawning
zones, allowing the genetic flow in native populations. On the other hand, behavioral
selectivity may prevent biological invasions and the introduction of undesirable species
(e.g., invasive alien species) in priority habitats of rivers with high conservation value,
avoiding population imbalance due, for example, to intense predation, hybridism or
habitat competition.

The aspects related to the effectiveness of artisanal and industrial fishing methods
dominated the first behavioral studies related to the sensory response of fish [31–34]. Fish-
ing activity used this knowledge namely about hearing characteristics of fish species in a
way to increase captures of commercial fish, but also to reduce catches of non-target fish [35].
Popper [31] recognizes that there is a growing demanding in fish attraction/repulsion
systems, especially if they become cheap and reliable to the fishing industry. However, he
adds that data in scientific literature presents ambiguous results. He also mentions that
one of the most important and least studied issues is the nature and mechanism of fish
habituation in relation to the stimuli used.

Noatch and Suski [36] makes a historical and extensive review of the available bibliog-
raphy and they recognize the need to summarize and to compare existing and developing
technologies, detailing the use and application of deterrence techniques: electrical, visual,
acoustic, chemical and hydrological, which can be used to prevent fish movements. They
consider that several options show some potential for the selective sorting of fish, by species
or size, through behavioral and physiological mechanisms. They also indicate selectivity
as a potential advantage in using systems based on species-specific alarm pheromones, or
water velocity in its ability to select species/sizes according to their swimming abilities fac-
ing a deterrent effect. In the remaining stimuli analyzed in this study, namely acoustic and
visual stimuli, the existence of references to selective filters, capable of developing selective
behavioral systems by species or size, is not apparent. Noatch and Suski (2012) [36] is able
to summarize and compare developments in methodologies and technologies associated
with various behavioral systems for fish. The present work aims to continue an evolution-
ary analysis of new trends for those systems in recent years, although, specifically directed
to acoustic and luminous stimuli. To this end, a survey of scientific publications of the last
years (2012–2019) was carried out.

Thus, the main objective of this review is to highlight the recent use and development
of selective behavior systems for fish based on acoustic, luminous and mixed stimuli (in-
cludes simultaneous stimuli), in a perspective of identifying selective filters, to understand
the potential differentiating elements of the various types of stimuli for target or non-target
species, to increase the effectiveness of repulsive/attractive behavioral systems. We also
intend to identify the existing gaps and to register possible recommendations for future
investigations, in order to provide a quicker development of this interesting and promising
research line, towards the protection and safeguarding of threatened fish communities in
freshwater regularized rivers.
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2. Methods

A search was carried out in the Scopus database, which is the largest abstract and
citation database of peer-reviewed research literature using specific keywords related to
the present study, with the aim of identifying publications in the area-since 2012, with
special emphasis on the most relevant ones (greater number of citations), considering the
tested stimuli, target species, experimental methods and results. The research was carried
out based on keywords insert in the “Article title” and “Abstract”, and further it was
made a selection of the results obtained was made based on the relevance for the present
review (objective of the study, freshwater species and diadromous migrators, analysis of
fish behavior: repulsion, attraction, guide, stimuli used if only light, sound or mixed). The
keywords considered are indicated in Table 1.

Table 1. Keywords used in the search.

Search *
(Article Title, Abstract, Keywords)

Acoustic Light

“Non-physical barriers” AND acoustic “Non-physical barriers” AND light
“Fish deterrent” AND acoustic “Fish deterrent” AND light
“Fish guidance” AND acoustic “Fish guidance” AND light

“Fish barrier” AND acoustic “Fish barrier” AND light
“Acoustic barriers” AND fish “Light Barriers” AND fish

“Acoustic deterrent” AND fish “Light deterrent” AND fish
* A search was carried out in the Scopus database using specific keywords related to the present study, with the
aim of identifying publications in the area acoustic and light-since 2012.

3. Results

Acoustic: The survey considering FIELD: Article title, Abstract, Keywords, returned
45 peer-reviewed articles. From these 45 articles, a selection was made based on the
relevance for the present review (objective of the study, freshwater species and diadromous
migrants, fish behavior analysis: repulsion, attraction, guide, stimuli used_ only sound or
mixed effects) resulting in 22 articles considered relevant (Table 2).

Light: The search considering FIELD: Article title, Abstract, Keywords, returned
46 articles. A selection was made based on the relevance for the present review (objective
of the study, freshwater species and diadromous migrators, analysis of fish behavior:
repulsion, attraction, guide, stimuli used: only light and mixed) resulting in 16 articles
considered relevant (Table 2).

Mixed: From the research carried out, in the 32 selected publications which included
sound or light it was possible to identify nine articles with two or more combined stimuli:
sound + light + bubble curtain; sound + light; sound + bubble curtain; light + bubble
curtain, which deserved a particular analysis in this study (Table 2).
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Table 2. Publications selected in this review, describing the stimulus tested, the intended effect, species tested, method, efficiency and number of citations.

Stimulus Isolated/
Mixed Effect Species Description Efficiency Reference, Number of

Citations, Year/Country

Acoustic: outboard motor noise
(broadband sound;

60 Hz–10 kHz)
isolated repulsive H. nobilis and

H. molitrix

Laboratory experiments: Tests carried out under
controlled conditions and with continuous

periods: pre-sound/sound
playback/inter-sound/Sound 2/post-sound

yes: 82.5% (H. molitrix),
93.7% (H. nobilis) and

90.5% (combined)

[37]—11
(2017)
USA

Acoustic/Light/vision: strobe lights,
sound and a c. bubble mixed guidance juvenile O.

tshawytscha

Field trials: Use of BAFF (6 m deep and 144 m
wide and the stimuli are simultaneous). The fish

were marked and released for further data analysis
yes: 40%

[38]—29
(2014)
USA

Acoustic, electrical, visual, chemical,
and hydrological n.a. review n.a

This review details the use and application of
electrical, visual, acoustic, chemical, and

hydrological deterrence techniques that may be
used to prevent fish movements

n.a
[36]—113

(2012)
USA

Acoustic: boat motor
acoustic stimulus isolated repulsive H. nobilis and

H. molitrix

Field trials: A water control structure at Emiquon
Preserve, Lewistown, Illinois, USA reconnected
the Preserve’s wetland lakes to the Illinois River

low
[39]—0
(2019)
USA

Acoustic/vision: Bubble curtains
(acoustic) mixed repulsive C. carpio

Laboratory experiments: Examine the performance
of three different bubble curtains (fine-, graded-,
and coarse-bubble) and acoustically enhanced

systems in an indoor channel

yes: graded and
coarse-bubble (75–85%)

[40]—18
(2014)
USA

Acoustic: sound of Chinese
alligator Alligator sinensis hissing,

outboard motorboat and pile
driving noise

isolated repulsive S.
younghusbandi

Laboratory experiments: The phonotaxic
response of the fish to recordings of hissing
sound (sound of Chinese alligator Alligator

sinensis hissing), outboard motorboat and pile
driving noise, compared to control conditions

yes: hissing sound
[41]—0
(2019)
China

Acoustic: outboard boat motor
(four-stroke) with a broadband
frequency range of 0.06–10 kHz

isolated repulsive H. molitrix and
H. nobilis

Laboratory experiments: In this study, the
auditory evoked potential (AEP) technique was
used to determine auditory thresholds among
bigheaded carps before and after exposure to

high intensity

yes: high-intensity
(≥155 dB re 1 µPa SPLrms,
≥−8 dBre1 ms−2PALrms)

[42]—1
(2019)
USA

Acoustic: sweep up to 2 kHz
(sweep-up stimulus) and an

intermittent 140 Hz tone
isolated repulsion/

guidance

S. trutta, P.
duriense and L.

bocagei

Laboratory experiments: The effects of two
acoustic treatments, a repeated sine sweep up to
2 kHz (sweep-up stimulus) and an intermittent

140 Hz tone, were tested in three fish species
native to Iberia

varied results: sweep/tone
pure: L. bocagei

(95.9%/15.93%), P. duriense
(87.9%/30.71%), S. trutta

(8.7%/14.7%)

[18]—3
(2019)

Portugal
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Table 2. Cont.

Stimulus Isolated/Mixed Effect Species Description Efficiency Reference, Number of
Citations, Year/Country

Acoustic: pure tones (500, 1000,
1500, 2000, 2500 or 3000 Hz) and

sound from Alligator sinensis
hissing (0.05–5 kHz)

isolated repulsive P. kaznakovi

Laboratory experiments: In this study, the
phonotaxic responses of flower fish using
playbacks of pure tones and sound from a

recording of the Chinese alligator

yes: sound from a
recording of the Chinese

alligator

[43]—0
(2019)
China

Acoustic: pure tones (500, 1000,
1500, or 2000 Hz) and outboard

motor (0.06–10 kHz)
isolated repulsive H. nobilis

Laboratory experiments: This study examined
the phonotaxic response of the bighead carp (H.
nobilis) to pure tones (500–2000 Hz) and sound

from outboard motor (0.06–10 kHz) in an
outdoor concrete pond (10 × 5 × 1.2 m)

yes: motor
No: pure tones

[44]—21
(2017)
USA

Acoustic: pure tones (500–2000 Hz)
and outboard motor (0–10 kHz) isolated repulsive H. molitrix

Laboratory experiments: This study examined
the phonotaxic response of the Silver Carp

(H. molitrix) to pure tones (500–2000 Hz) and
sound from outboard motor (0–10 kHz) in an

outdoor concrete pond (10 × 5 × 1.2 m)

yes: motor
Mean: pure tones

[45]—39
(2015)
EUA

Acoustic Review n.a. review 111 species His review details the use of acoustics to deter and
guide fish movements for a wide variety of fishes n.a.

[46]—0
(2019)
USA

Acoustic: AEP technique n.a. study Hz H. molitrix and
H. nobilis

Laboratory experiments: Laboratory
experiments: In this study, the range of

frequencies that silver and bighead carp can
detect was evaluated using the AEP technique.

n.a.
[47]—8
(2018)
USA

Acoustic/vision: Bubble curtains mixed repulsive C. carpio
Laboratory experiments: Mathematical

evaluation of behavioral deterrent systems to
disrupt fish movement

moderate
[48]—3
(2014)
USA

Acoustic/Light: sweep 200–1400
Hz—stroboscopic-random flash

and outboard motor
mixed repulsive C. carpio

Laboratory experiments: This study exposed
wild-caught common carp to stroboscopic,

acoustic, or combined-stimuli treatments, to
observe changes made in their activity and in the

number of passes made across the deterrent

combined: moderate
strob: moderate

acoustic: low

[49]—0
(2019/20)
Canada
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Table 2. Cont.

Stimulus Isolated/Mixed Effect Species Description Efficiency Reference, Number of
Citations, Year/Country

Acoustic: outboard motor sound isolated repulsive/
guidance

H. molitrix, H.
nobilis, and C.

carpio

Laboratory experiments: In a dark featureless
square enclosure, groups of 3 fish were tracked
and the distance of each fish from speakers and

their swimming trajectories relative to sound
pressure and particle acceleration were analyzed
before, and then while an outboard motor sound

was played

yes
[50]—10

(2017)
USA

Acoustic/light/vision: Bioacoustics
(o—2000 Hz)—C. bubble–strobe

light (650 flashes/min
mixed repulsive S. vitreus

Laboratory experiments: evaluation of the
effectiveness of a bioacoustic bubble–strobe light

barrier at reducing Walleye S. vitreus
escapement rates.

varied
results—bioacoustics + c.

bubble: 45%
strobe light: no

[51]—15
(2014)
USA

Acoustic/light/vision: Sound
(500–2000 Hz)-Bubble—Strobe

Light/Light
mixed repulsive H. nobilis and

H. molitrix

Field trials: It was tested the effectiveness of a
SBSLB (included strobe light, sound and bubble

curtain) in Quiver Creek, Mason County,
Havana, Illinois

H. nobilis: very high
(>90%)

H. molitrix: Mean

[52]—32
(2012)
USA

Acoustic, light (All stimulus) n.a.

study
selective

fragmenta-
tion

All

It was analyzed Selective fish passage across
anthropogenic barriers, based on attributes such

as physical capabilities, body morphology,
sensory capabilities, behavior, and

movement phenology

n.a.
[17]—15

(2018)
USA

Acoustic/light/vision: strobe lights,
sound and a bubble

curtain (BAFF)
mixed repulsive P. marinus

Laboratory experiments: It was tested the effect
of a nonphysical barrier consisting of strobe

lights, low-frequency sound, and a bubble screen
on the movement of Sea Lampreys in an

experimental raceway

no
[53]—8
(2017)
USA

Light: Strobe light—frequencies,
350 flashes/minute and 600

flashes/minuteday and
night trials

isolated repulsive/
Guidance

S. trutta, P.
duriense and L.

bocagei

Laboratory experiments: In this study, two strobe
light frequencies, 350 flashes/minute and 600

flashes/minute, were tested in laboratorial
conditions, using three native freshwater fish

species of northern Portugal

S. trutta (600) day): >85%
P. duriense (350—night):

>60%
L. bocagei: No

[54]—3
(2019)

Portugal
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Table 2. Cont.

Stimulus Isolated/Mixed Effect Species Description Efficiency Reference, Number of
Citations, Year/Country

Acoustic/light/vision: C.
bubble–strobe light (60

flashes/min)day and night trials

isolated and
mixed repulsive E. masquinongy

Laboratory experiments: It was examined the
effectiveness of a simple, relatively low-power
and low-cost bubble curtain, strobe light, and

bubble curtain with strobe light barriers to deter
Muskellunge from escaping over spillways

no
[55]—10

(2014)
USA

Light: Strobe Light (60, 150 e 300
flashes/min) n.a. vision

study
H. nobilis and

H. molitrix

Laboratory experiments: It was assessed the
effect of a strobe light on vision.

Electroretinography (ERG) was conducted to
determine the spectral sensitivities of H. molitrix

(n = 5) and H. nobilis (n = 5). All experiments
were conducted in a dark room (night)

n.a.
[56]—1
(2019)
USA

Light: Strobe-light (random flash) isolated repulsive C. carpio and I.
punctatus

Laboratory experiments: This study examined
the effect of a strobe-light stimulus on the
avoidance behavior of two proxy species,

juvenile common carp (C. carpio) and juvenile
channel catfish (I. punctatus), in a controlled

laboratory environment

no
[57]—1
(2019)

Canada

Light: Strobe-light (random flash:
60–120 flashes/min) isolated repulsive

C. carpio, A.
nebulosus, and
M. salmoides

Laboratory experiments: It was conducted a
series of laboratory trials to examine the effects
of strobe light on behavior of Common Carp,

Brown Bullhead, and Largemouth Bass

yes: C.carpio, A. nebulosus
no: M.salmoides

[22]—8
(2017)

Canada

Acoustic/light/vision/hydrological: 4
different colors (1) yellow (2) blue,

(3) warm white light and (4) a
weak light control group/C.

Bubble/hydrological

isolated and
mixed

attraction/
guindance G. affinis

Field trials: It was used a fish barge model in a
large pond. The experiment was conducted in
two steps. First, a univariate experiment was

performed, and then, a multivariate experiment
using an orthogonal design was performed. Four

different colors of light were tested, C. Bubble,
hydrological (FCTS)

yes: warm white light
[58]—0
(2019)
China

Light: Strobe-light: green, blue,
orange, and full-spectrum

white light.
day and night trials

isolated attraction/
guindance A. fulvescens

Laboratory experiments: It were assayed to
determine the effectiveness of colored, strobing
LED light guidance device (LGD) at achieving

behavioral guidance for attraction or
avoidance responses

yes: Blue
[59]—4
(2019)

Canada
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Table 2. Cont.

Stimulus Isolated/Mixed Effect Species Description Efficiency Reference, Number of
Citations, Year/Country

Light: spectra (red, green, blue
and white light) during the day

and night and strobing
frequencies (constant and 2 Hz)

during the day

isolated repulsive/
guidance O. tshawytscha

Laboratory experiments: It was tested the
movement and spatial response of groups of four

fish to combinations of light-emitting diode
(LED) spectra (red, green, blue and white light)

during the day and night, and strobing
frequencies (constant and 2 Hz) during the day,

using innovative LED

moderate: red (day)
[60]—4
(2018)
USA

Light: continuous light
Night isolated attraction/

guindance S. trutta
Laboratory experiments: The influence of a
continuous light source on the downstream

movement of brown trout (S. trutta)
no

[61]—21
(2012)

UK
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Another interesting aspect regarding the results obtained is the intended effect, which,
in the case of acoustic stimulus, all studies (100%) corresponds to repulsive or orientation
effects, whereas in the case of light-based systems, three studies were identified (19%) in
which the intended effect is the attraction of fish.

In Figure 1, it is possible to observe graphically and summarized some relevant aspects
listed in Table 1, as well as their geographic distribution.

Figure 1. (A) Type and geographical distribution of publications, as well as the list of exotic/native
species in each country. (B) Distribution of the total number of publications by type and by families.
(C) Distribution of the main families for each of the studied stimuli. (D) Distribution of publications
by year.

In Figure 1A it is possible to observe the geographical distribution of the selected
publications, with special reference to the USA with 19 publications (six acoustic, one light,
seven mixed and five studies) and 24 species tested, of which 83% are exotic, with emphasis
on the cyprinids H. nobilis and H molitrix. Figure 1B indicates the distribution of families
used in the experiments, by type of publication, with the acoustic stimulus having a greater
number of publications (9) and number of trials with species/families: 20, with emphasis
on cyprinids, tested in 19 experiences. Figure 1C shows the occurrence of the main families:
cyprinids and salmonids in the various stimuli analyzed: Acoustic, Light and Mixed. In
this graph we see that cyprinids occupy a prominent position in all studied stimuli. In
Figure 1D we can see the distribution of publications over the years, with special emphasis
on the 12 publications in 2019.

Following we present a more detailed analysis for each of the stimuli analyzed:
Acoustic, light and mixed:

3.1. Acoustic

The analysis of the publications, based on the acoustic stimulus, allowed to identify
22 publications, namely: two reviews, tw directed studies (selectivity and sound frequen-
cies) and 16 experimental studies. We observed that all had the objective of testing, in the
fish species used, the repulsive or repulsive/orientation effect. No experiences were made
with the objective of attraction. On the other hand, only three studies were carried out
under field conditions, and the remaining ones were conducted under controlled laboratory
conditions. Regarding the stimuli used in the experiments analyzed in this review, we can
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observe that the type of sound used was variable: modeled frequency—complex (sweep
(2), outboard motor noise (8), animal (2), environment noise (1) and bubble curtains—while
acoustic effect (2) and pure tone. It should be remarked that the modeled frequency (varia-
tion of sound frequencies (Hz) over time) was used in all experiments, and the pure tone
was only used in a complementary way in four of the experiments performed. Considering
the analyzed experiences, nine used isolated stimuli and nine used mixed stimuli, in this
case with two or more stimuli simultaneously.

Two review articles, Noatch and Suski [36] and Putland and Mensinger [46], were
published having different approaches:

(i) In Noatch and Suski [36] an in-depth review of the state of the art was made,
regarding to the various types of behavioral stimuli for fish used in behavioral barriers. The
authors referred that the use of acoustic stimuli, despite having shown little dependence
on the effectiveness of the environmental conditions (e.g., turbidity or water flow), must
be applied taking into account the local species in order define the respective frequencies
to be used. Exposure levels with frequency ranges between 20 Hz and 20 KHz have been
successful and, in contrast, the effectiveness of ultrasound (>20 KHz), was considered low
or ineffective for most of the tested species. An approach to infrasound (<20 Hz) was also
made, citing experiences with repulsive efficacy. This review also mentions the importance
of obtaining a proper knowledge of the target species and their ecology, what is sometimes
lacking in experiments. Two conclusions were presented: (a) future research must take into
consideration the development of mixed systems with the simultaneous use of various
stimuli (b) much of the research work in the area of behavioral barriers for fish was based
on work carried out in field environment, which is generally difficult to validate, therefore,
future studies should work intensively to validate and optimize behavioral systems under
laboratory control conditions, prior to carrying out field tests.

(ii) Putland and Mensinger [46]: These authors made a very broad (1960–2019) and
comprehensive review, oriented to the efficiency of the experiences according to the various
taxonomic orders, making reference to some morphological aspects related to the auditory
system that can affect those efficiencies. However, the authors mentioned that most studies
do not allow conclusions to be drawn, as they did not indicate in a quantitative way
the effectiveness of the studied acoustic stimulus, or whether there is a habituation to
the stimulus.

Two publications assess cyprinid hearing range and the behavioral selectivity of
fish species:

In the first study, Vetter et al. [47] characterize the hearing capacity of the cyprinid
species: H. molitrix and H. nobilis, using auditory evoked potentials (AEPs). It was con-
cluded that the effectiveness of the deterrent effect of acoustic stimuli was closely related
to the auditory capacity of the tested species. These authors remark also that a frequency
range between 100 Hz and 5 KHz comprised the sensitivity of these carps, identifying the
frequency value 500 Hz as the lower threshold and 5 KHz (<150 dB re 1 µPa SPL rms) as
the upper one for their hearing abilities. However, they admit that it is possible to find
sensitivities greater than 5 KHz if values >150 dB re 1 µPa SPL rms are used.

In the second study, Rahel et al. [17] approached the selective fragmentation of fish
and observed that the ideal acoustic filter would allow the passage of desirable species
while preventing or greatly reducing the rate of passage of undesirable species ones. It
also states that the development of selective fish passage requires that the desirable and
undesirable species differ in one or more biological characteristics. These characteristics
may influence fish’s ability to pass through a filter and can be related to fish movements
(phenologies), namely physical capacity (temperature resistance, jumping, swimming),
body morphology, sensory capacity, behavior and periods and periods of reproductive
migration). These authors showed that acoustic barriers can be used as a potential filter,
considering the morphological characteristics of the fish, namely in relation to species with
or without a Weberian apparatus, which manifest different sensitivities in the presence of
an acoustic stimulus. Thus, audible frequencies can be used for one species (target species)
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and not be audible for the remaining species present (non-target species). Finally, this work
concludes that, by stating that the study of the species-specific sensitivity to sound, would
make the development of selective passages for fish particularly attractive.

The efficiencies observed in the bibliography consulted are very varied, with the
highest values corresponding to the cyprinid species: H. molitrix (93.7%) [37], L. bocagei
(95.9%) [18] and H. nobili (>90%) [52]. The tested salmonids have low or very low ef-
ficiencies: O. tshawytscha (40%) [38] and S. trutta (8.7%) [18]. The effective stimuli for
three cyprinid species showed to be complex acoustic stimuli (frequencies vary over time)
and in one case [52] corresponded to a mixed stimulus (sound + light + bubble curtain).
Murchy et al. (2017) [37] used in their experiments a complex sound from the audio record-
ing of an outboard motor noise, producing broadband frequencies between 60 Hz and
10 KHz. The tests were carried out in a controlled environment and each test had 5 con-
secutive periods: (1) pre-sound (120 min); (2) sound playback 1 (30 min); (3) inter-sound
(60–270 min); (4) sound playback 2 (30 min) and (5) post-sound (120 min). The results
showed a high repulsive behavior for the two species tested: 82.5% (silver carp) and 93.7%
(bighead carp). In the second referred case, Jesus et al. [18] used two acoustic stimuli in
the experiments: sweep-up stimulus (up 2000 Hz) and tone pulses (140 Hz). The tests
were performed in a controlled environment and each test, for each stimulus, had 4 peri-
ods: 15 min of a pre-playback control period (control), 15 min of sound playback (PBK1),
15 min of postplayback period (post-PBK), followed by 15 min of a second sound playback
period (PBK2). The observed efficiencies were very different, with high efficiency for
two cyprinids, L. bocagei and P. duriense, when the sweep up (2000 Hz) was used, with
efficiencies of 95.9% and 87.7% respectively but lower efficiencies were obtained when the
tone pulse was used (140 Hz) i.e., 27.4% and 30.71% respectively, for the mentioned species.
In the case of the salmonid species, S. trutta, there were no records of repulsive efficiency
for any of the stimuli used. In the third case mentioned, Ruebush et al. [52], tested the
species H. nobilis and H. molitrix, with high efficiencies (especially for the bighead species)
using a mixed system, which includes, in addition to sound, strobe light and bubble curtain
and contrary to previous experiences, this study was carried out in-situ. Other species
were also tested, and the authors observed that species with the Weberian apparatus had
greater repulsive sensitivity than other species that do not have such apparatus.

The reproduction of animal sounds or of complex environmental sounds, appears in
recent bibliography and tries to reproduce the deterrent effect that a known sound impact
may have on the species, such as a sound related to a predatory animal [41,43], or a sound re-
lated to an impact recognized by the fish, such as a vessel’s engine [37,39,41,42,44,45,49,50].
In general, these complex sounds, and in particular the sounds that reproduce predators,
have moderate to high efficacy.

3.2. Light

The analysis of the publications, based on the light stimulus allowed to identify
16 publications, namely: one review, two related to directed studies (vision study, selective
filters) and 12 dealing with lab and field experiments. We observed that nine experiments
were aimed towards the repulsive or repulsive/orientation effect and three implicated
attraction behavior. On the other hand, only three experiments were carried out under field
conditions, in spite that the majority of the studies was conducted in controlled laboratory
conditions. Regarding the typology of the stimuli used in the experiments analyzed in
this review, we can observe that 78% corresponded to the use of strobe light and only 12%
use to continuous light, directed to induce attractive behavior, showing low or moderate
efficacy. Although most of the experiments analyzed used white light, three experiments
were observed under colored light beams [58–60].

Most studies with the light stimulus were carried out only during the day period, but
four comprised both day and night periods. It should be also be emphasized that of the
experiences analyzed, six used isolated stimuli and seven mixed stimuli, whereas two or
more stimuli were applied simultaneously.
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In Noatch and Suski [36] a careful review of the state of the art was made, considering
publications with the various types of behavioral stimuli for fish until 2012. The authors
referred that strobe lights, not being natural, promote repulsive behavior in fish. They
also state that the reported efficacy, in relation to deterrence systems, with strobe light is
variable and appears to be dependent on the life history of the target species, the brightness
of the lights, water turbidity and environment light. However, the reported results showed
to be very diverse when light is used in isolation, suggesting that strobe light may be more
effective if combined with other behavioral stimuli, such as the bubble curtain.

The two directed studies analyzed the assessment of the visual capabilities of fish [56]
and the behavioral selectivity of fish species present in the study sites [17]. Vetter et al. [56]
proposed to optimize the effectiveness of non-physical barriers based on the use of strobe
lights, either alone or simultaneously, with sound or with bubble curtains, with the study
of visual sensitivity directed to the invasive species H. molitrix and H. nobilis. Their work in-
dicates that, probably, the visual and spectral sensitivity and the environmental conditions
(environment light and water turbidity), affect the behavior of fish and affect the efficiency
of the strobe lights. It is suggested in this study that in dark (benthic) environments,
the use of bright strobe flashes quickly affects the carp’s vision (the species studied) and
that periods of visual recovery are longer with the duration of the flash. Rahel et al. [17]
developed to the use of selectivity behavioral barriers, identifying some morphological
characteristics or others that can act as filters in the selective behavior of fish. They indicate,
in relation to light stimuli, that the morphological condition of most teleost fishes without
mobile iris display a low ability to respond to rapid changes in light levels. In conclusion,
strobe lights, which produce levels of unnatural light, induce repulsive reactions in fish.
Despite mentioning in their study that fish species differ in repulsive behavior when faced
with visual stimuli, they recognize that the potential for using these differences in the
development of selective passageways remains largely untapped. Another interesting
aspect to mention in this study is the approach to interspecific variation, this is, individuals
of the same species that exhibit different or antagonistic behaviors, “outliers”, which can
limit the effectiveness of the behavioral systems. Thus, they mention that in studies of
high ecological sensitivity, in which efficiency is close to 100%, the limit values considered
in the behavioral systems must take into account the interspecific variations of the target
species. They propose the application of a safety factor in relation to the average values of
the target species. They conclude by stating that, even when fish passage systems are only
partially selective, they can play a very important role in the management of populations
of undesirable species with a significant reduction in permeability rates.

The efficiencies observed in the bibliography consulted are very diverse: eight studies
were identified in which the repulsive/attractive efficacy was low or moderate whereas the
highest efficiencies corresponded to experiments involving S. trutta (>85%) [54], H. nobilis
(>90%) [52], C. carpio (strong) [22]. Jesus et al. (2019) [54] used in the experiments two
types of light frequency in isolation: 350 flashes/minute and 600 flashes/minute, in the
day and night periods under laboratory conditions and tested separately three species: the
salmonid S. trutta and the cyprinids L. bocagei and P. duriense. The tests were carried out in
three phases: pre-test, test, and post-test. S. trutta was the species that showed the greatest
repulsive behavior in the two stimuli tested, always showing greater efficiency during the
day, but L. bocagei did not exhibit a repulsive behavior for any of the light stimuli used.

Ruebush et al. [52] used a mixed SBSLB stimulus through in-situ experiments, which
included strobe light, sound and bubble curtain and compared this mixed technology
with SBB, including sound and bubble curtain. They state that there is, apparently, no
appreciable difference in effectiveness with the addition of strobe light in the SBSLB
technology (in the range 500 Hz to 2000 Hz), both of which are very effective with Asian
carp. Efficiency was assessed through recaptures upstream of the system, with previously
marked individuals.

Kim et al. (2017) [22] used stroboscopic light (0.05–1.0 s flash rate) in their experiments
in isolation, with the objective of promoting in the tested species (C. Carpio, A. nebulosus
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and M. salmoides) a repulsive effect. The tests were carried out in a controlled environment
and each test consisted of three phases: control, treatment and post-treatment, with the use
in each test of groups of three fish of each species, separately. The species C. Carpio and
A. nebulosus, showed repulsive behavior, although C. Carpio, while M. salmoides did not
exhibit a repulsive reaction under the strobe light in operation.

We report now the use of light stimuli to induce the effect of attraction in fish, in
three studies analyzed [58,59,61]: Vowles et al. [61], used a continuous light at night to
attract S. trutta into a downstream passage under controlled conditions and with various
types of flow. They concluded that the attractive effect was not verified and, on contrary,
light delayed fish orientation along the downstream passage. Lin et al. [58] evaluated the
efficiency of several light colors (blue light, yellow light, white light and low light (control)
to attract and capture fish of the species G. affinis. It was complemented with different
flows and bubble curtain to assess the conditions of multimodal attractiveness. These
authors showed that warm white light had greater attractiveness for the species tested,
as well as the bubble curtain. Thus, they considered that multimodal systems, including
flow, white light and bubble curtain can increase the efficiency of collecting fish after a
previous attraction to the barge. Elvidge et al. [59], tested in laboratory conditions, a led
strobe light device with various colors (green, blue, orange and white), evaluating the
repulsive/attractive efficacy over A. fulvescens aged classes 1+ and 4+. They concluded that,
for individuals aged 1+, blue strobe light may have an attractive effect and white strobe
light a repulsive effect. For individuals aged 4+, the blue and white strobe light induced
a repulsive effect, consequently we may consider that these ages negatively phototactic.
These authors recognize, however, that the observations were based on a relatively small
sample size and that further testing would is required for a proper validation.

The use of light stimuli through different colors (red, blue, etc.) appears in recent
bibliography already mentioned and these works look to find behavioral differences in the
fish tested when they face a varied light spectrum. The development of LED technology
allowed to provide spectral stimulation at low cost, and it was possible to identify for each
species their relative spectral sensitivity and behavior (attractive or repulsive). Hansen
et al. (2018) [60], in their study, used combinations of spectra: red, green, blue and white
light, in the night and RC and strobe frequencies in the day. Results were not conclusive,
and they referred the need to carry out more studies related to the spectral sensitivity of
the species tested.

3.3. Mixed

We analyzed publications where it was tested more than one stimulus simultaneously,
with the aim of increasing the repulsive/attractive efficiency in the behavior of the tested
fishes. The bubble curtain is the most applied complementary stimulus in this Mix typology
(87.5%), being tested in seven of the eight experiments analyzed. The remaining comple-
mentary stimuli included strobe light (62.5%), sound (50%) and continuous light (12.5%).
The simultaneous use of stimuli, sound, light and bubble curtain, was verified in 50% of
the experiments. Only one of the experiments was designed to attract fish species, and
the remaining ones were focused at the repulsive/guidance effect. Five experiments were
carried out in a controlled laboratory environment and three of them under field conditions.

The efficiencies observed are very wide, with the highest values corresponding to
the species C. carpio, [40,48], H. nobilis [52] (already described in “Acoustic”). In the study
conducted by Zielinski et al. [40], it was analyzed the performance of three types of bubble
curtains: fine, graded, and coarse-bubbles. This work is an innovative approach since it
addresses other parallel stimuli to the visual ones characteristic of the bubble curtain, such
as the sound emitted by the air of the tube diffusers. The authors demonstrated that, from
the three bubble curtains tested, the system that emitted the thick bubble had the greatest
repulsive efficacy, whereas the thin bubble exhibited the least repulsive efficacy. It stresses
also the possibility that the parasitic sound emission generated in air diffusers (<300 Hz
and <130 dB (ref 1 µPa)) may influence the repulsive behavior of C. carpio in shallow water,
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as the thin bubble curtain, coupled with an emitter it equivalent to the parasitic sound
produced in the thick bubble curtain. This work included also the light stimulus together
with the large bubble, although it did not result in an increase in efficiency; on the contrary,
the stimulus was lower. The study concludes by suggesting that the role of visual stimuli
is limited in altering the repulsive behavior in C. carpio.

The experience of Zielinski et al. [48] proposes a model to describe the movement
of fish in the vicinity of a behavioral deterrence system and to examine what conditions
would be necessary to alter the natural movement of C. carpio, using the bubble curtain
(considering the parasitic acoustic stimulus already characterized). They concluded that
the mathematical model may find general application in the evaluation of behavioral
deterrence systems, particularly in the where long-term physical tests can be difficult
to perform.

4. Discussion
4.1. Selectivity and Selective Filters

The need to guide and protect native fish species, in modified water courses (dams,
weirs, water diversion, among others) threatened by habitat loss, prevented from accessing
spawning, shelter and food areas, and by the introduction of invasive alien species, has
intensified the search for solutions that aim to guide/attract/repel fish, minimizing those
adverse effects. Physical barriers (e.g., grid) do not fully respond to this challenge, because
in addition to interfering with the flow, are only selective regarding the size of the indi-
viduals, regardless of the fish species. Thus, management organizations and the scientific
community have given greater relevance to behavioral (non-physical) barriers in order
to respond as efficiently as possible to the challenge of safeguarding fish communities,
especially in interventional water bodies and in face of the proliferation of invasive alien
species [36].

Noatch and Suski [36] proposed a definition for non-physical deterrence systems: any
non-solid stimulus or obstruction that discourages or prevents a selected species from
passing through a target region. Most studied behavioral systems give special emphasis
to acoustic and luminous stimuli taking advantage of the sensory and visual sensitivities
of the fish in order to establish limits that allow defining behavioral selectivity. Over the
years, it is possible to verify the development strategies for fisheries management based
on behavioral systems due to the technological advance: for example, strobe light, despite
being tested to change the behavior of fish for more than sixty years, stable technology
systems able to operate in an underwater environment were only developed in the 90 s [62].
Noatch and Suski [36] mentioned in their study the future need to carry out more tests in
the laboratory and under control conditions, given the low efficiencies recorded in most
field studies conducted before 2012. In the bibliographic review of this study, most of the
identified experiments were carried out under laboratory conditions (84%). The mentioned
recommendation reflects the need to explore conveniently the integration of different types
of sensory mechanisms of the target species to find specific behavioral differences in the
individual and/or group of individuals, which may promote the behavioral selectivity
required. As an example, is the analysis of more complex acoustic stimuli, integrating in
the acoustic effect a predatory effect (vocalization of predators) [41,43]. On the other hand,
it should be noted that, in recent years, light stimuli of different color ranges have been
introduced in the experimental studies [58–60], increasing the sensitive specificity of each
tested species in order to identify suitable selective filters. Anyway, the stroboscopic stimu-
lus (white light) continues to deserve the preference of most researchers in experiments
with visual/light stimuli.

4.2. Acoustic

The development of the use of acoustic stimuli to alter the behavior of fish lies essen-
tially in their little dependence on environmental conditions [36,46], a reduced maintenance
and low costs [63]. The effectiveness of the acoustic stimulus in a given fish species depends
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on the technical specifications characteristics of the stimulus and its suitability for the phys-
iological and behavioral performance of the target and non-target species [46], besides, it
must have strict conditions of repeatability. The presence of specialized auditory structures,
such as the Weberian apparatus, enables fish species with superior auditory sensitivity in
relation to species that do not have such apparatus [64], which constitutes a differentiating
element between species, which should be explored in the search for selective filters in
order to increase the effectiveness of behavioral barriers. Jesus et al. [18] explored exactly
this possibility when comparing the results between the two families of Cyprinidae and
Salmonidae, respectively with and without Weberian apparatus. It was observed that
cyprinids, L. bocagei and P. duriense, presented a repulsive behavior far superior to that of
the salmonid species, S. trutta, both facing the same acoustic stimuli, and concluded that
it could be possible to develop behavioral systems with different responses to the same
stimulus, considering the morphological and behavioral differences of the species present.

Complex sounds, with varying frequencies over time, such as sweeps [18], or the
reproduction of surrounding sounds [37,39,41,42,44,45,49,50] or from animals [41,43], with
a wider range of frequencies, have been suggested as the efficient solutions for most of
the species, through the exploration of their wider auditory capacities and by avoiding
potential habituation to a single frequency. To allow repeatability in the complex sounds,
they must be properly characterized, not only in the ranges of frequencies they use (Hz),
but also by the sound pressure level (SPL; re. 1 µPa). These sound characteristics can be
used as selective filters between the target and non-target species, if their hearing abilities
are known. Audiograms may allow to reveal some dimensions of the diversity of fish
auditory capacities [65]. Their graphic representation establishes the relationship between
frequencies (Hz) and sound pressure levels (SPL; re. 1 µPa). For example, in Figure 2 it
is possible to verify the mentioned audiograms which show the differences in acoustic
sensitivity between salmonids and cyprinids.

Figure 2. (a) Audiogram of salmonid species:
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P. promelas, � C. plumbeus, ∆ D. rerio, ♦ C. carpio, •
R. rutilus, • P. parva, o H. molitrix, o C. carpio, � A. Nobilis. Adapted from Ladich et al., 2013 [65].

In this figure it is possible to observe that cyprinids have a greater acoustic sensitivity,
and that most species detect sound pressure levels below 90 dB (SPL; re. 1 µPa). On
the contrary, salmonids have lower acoustic sensitivity and all species only detect sound
pressure levels above 90 dB (SPL; re. 1 µPa). It should also be stressed that, despite these
general trends, differences in sensitivity are visible within each family. Therefore, the
development of audiograms for each species may be an essential tool in the development
of selective barriers based on the acoustic sensitivities of species. For example, based on the
audiograms in Figure 2, it will be possible to establish an acoustic behavioral barrier that
only potentially interferes with the behavior of cyprinids, without exerting any acoustic
stimulus in salmonids, provided that a range of sound pressure levels between 55 and 90 is
used. dB (SPL; re. 1 µPa). On the other hand, if we consider the application of a frequency
between 0.01 and 0.08 KHz and according to the audiograms in Figure 2, we may create a
selective stimulus, which would only affect S. trutta, as long as the sound pressure level
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stays above 120 dB (SPL; re. 1 µPa). These differences in sensitivity can thus contribute to
produce selective filters in the development of selective behavioral barriers.

Despite the physiological differences, determined by the elaboration of rigorous and
credible audiograms, they are also of special importance for the determination of the
acoustic sensitivity of the target species when we carry out tests in natural field conditions,
but aquatic environmental variables must be considered too as they may interfere with
the behavior of the fish [66–68]. For instance, the distribution of sound in limited tanks,
built with artificial materials will be different from the distribution and decay of sound in
natural field conditions, promoting different behavioral reactions [69]. Water temperature
may influence also the acoustic sensitivity of fish [65,70], as well as the stress response,
genetic history or surrounding noise [71,72].

These marked differences can really make the difference between the effectiveness of
laboratory and field experiments. Murchy et al. [37], Vetter et al. [45], Vetter et al. [44] and
Zielinski and Sorensen [50] observed high repulsive efficiencies with the use of a stimulus
based on the “outboard motor noise” in the species H. nobilis and H. molitrix. However the
field tests by Wamboldt et al. [39] observed low efficiencies with the same stimulus and for
the same species and indicate the effect of the attenuation of the stimulus with depth as the
main reason for these differences between laboratory and field tests. On the other hand,
Zielinski and Sorensen [50], unlike Vetter et al. and Vetter et al. [44] identified habituation
behaviors in their tests and indicated that, although using the same species and stimulus,
differences in experimental protocol may be the cause of these apparent inconsistencies.

These examples testify to the limitations that still exist in the comparability of the
tests performed, even with the use of the same species and stimulus. The absence of
technical proportionality in the transition from laboratory to field tests, coupled with the
high number of new variables to consider in field tests make the results unpredictable and
apparently contradictory. This may mean, according to these examples, that despite the
consistent evolution of laboratory tests with consistent results, the technical and scientific
maturity to change this scenario has not yet been reached. In this regard, it should be noted
that the effort of Zielinski and Sorensen [50], who in his experience seeks to evaluate, in
the laboratory, the orientation/avoidance abilities of the species H. nobilis and H. molitrix,
considering both the sound pressure (which they consider to play an important role in
the early stages of repulsive behavior) or the movement of particles in water that may
be responsible for guiding the movement of carp. These lines of investigation, along
with others such as effective knowledge of the functions of the “lateral line”, improve
the morphological and behavioral knowledge of the species present and will certainly be
fundamental to increase the effectiveness of behavioral systems.

Another aspect to consider in future projects includes the elaboration of audiograms,
not only of the target species, but of all the species present, thus promoting the proper
knowledge of the acoustic sensitivities to find differentiating elements that allow to estab-
lish selective filters, in which they will only stimulate the target species, without affecting
the other species and the integrity of the ecosystem.

4.3. Light

Light, widely used in experiments to induce an alteration of fish behavior is related
to the visual and spectral sensitivity of the species and to the environmental conditions,
such as surrounding light (daytime at night), turbidity [56] or the water temperature [73].
Fish, unlike most mammals, do not have a mobile iris, which reduces their ability to
react to changes in light, seeking refuge in dark areas [36,74]. On the other hand, fish
vision comprises photoreceptors specialized in the absorption and conversion of light into
nerve impulses: rods and retinal cones. The rods are used for scotopic vision, in low light
conditions, while the cones are used for photopic vision in bright light conditions [75]. The
visual acuity of fish is closely related to the density of retinal cones, which varies greatly
from species to species [73], whereas teleost fish increase their rod-to-cone ratio through life
stage development [74] increasing their visual acuity. This aspect is very interesting because
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it allows the establishment of selective filters in visual stimuli based on the differences
in the visual acuity of the fish according to their age. In this regard, Stenkamp et al. [75]
suggested that adult fish are more sensitive to changes in light conditions than younger
individuals, i.e., the age of the fish may have an differential influence in distinct age classes
when exposed to light stimuli [74,76]. Therefore, this difference also constitutes another
differentiating element to consider in the experiences for the development of behavioral
systems based on light stimuli.

On the other hand, visual orientation behaviors, such as finding food and detecting
partners and/or potential predators have been considered as the main drivers of the evolu-
tion of the eye, and have produced a multitude of ocular morphologies and visual strategies
between taxa and environmental gradients [77–81]. These behavioral/morphological dif-
ferences between species and/or habitats can also constitute additional elements for the
identification of new selective filters.

As observed in this study the use of light, either in isolation or in a complementary
way with another stimulus, is widely used or referenced in the bibliography, although
the observed results are very varied in relation to its effectiveness. We analyzed two
studies [22,49] with the particularity of testing in both studies the same specie: C. carpio,
with very similar methodologies but different results; Bzonek et al. [49] observed in their
experiments using strobe light (1–20 Hz) in an isolated way and mixed with the sound, that
the repulsive efficacy tested only produced moderate behavior changes with strobe light.
However, the authors mentioned some limitations of the tests, related to the lack of refuge
and the large size of the wild fish used, in relation to the experimental tank. On the other
hand, Kim et al. [22] using strobe light (0.05–1.0 s flash rate) found high repulsive efficacy,
with significant differences between the control and emission of stroboscopic stimulus.
However, the authors pointed out that the findings should not be extrapolated to other
species or on a field scale, without further research. Based on the results obtained from these
two experiments, carried out only during the day period, we can admit that the difference in
repulsive effectiveness of the results between these studies may be related to the difference
in the frequencies of the tested light stimuli, thus allowing to analyze and identify an
efficient selective filter based on these differences between strobe light frequencies.

On the other hand, we analyzed a study using the same methodology and stimuli,
but for different species: Jesus et al. [54] proposes in their experience (briefly described in
the results chapter), the comparison of repulsive behavior between species from different
families, but subject to exactly the same methodology, stimuli and test characteristics.
Thus, it intended to identify the specific differences in behavior of each of the tested
species (salmonid: S. trutta; cyprinids: P. duriense and L. bocagei), at the two stroboscopic
stimuli of 350 and 600 flashes/minute. They observed significant differences in the ef-
ficacy (%) observed between families, specifically between the species S. trutta (87.87%
600 flashes/minute/day) and L. bocagei (27.06% flashes/minute/day). They conclude by
admitting that the specific differences found are likely to be related to visual capacity and
trophic factors. The high visual sensitivity of S. trutta may be related to the fact that this is a
predominantly a visual predator [82] and a diurnal and twilight opportunistic [83] (period
when the greatest repulsive efficacy was reported) [84] periods. Vinterstare et al. [81]
mention in their study the importance of trophic and predatory factors in the evolutionary
development of vision, as predators rely heavily on vision for the detection and capture
of prey [85,86]. However, more trophic factors, other than predation, may be related to
the low visual sensitivity to the light stimulus of the cyprinid L. bocagei, which is a species
with a greater dependence on benthic and less illuminated habitats and, consequently, it
presents other sensory systems better developed such as smell or hearing [87]. It is possible
to observe in these experiences sensorial differences that must be explored in order to
identify exactly the selective filters that allow to develop more effective behavioral systems.

The behavioral systems based on light stimulus, as they exploit the visual capacities
of the fish, present as limiting factors for behavioral responses the conditions of the envi-
ronment, mainly, the level of water turbidity. This aspect may influence the effectiveness of
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these systems in a natural setting in relation to laboratory results. Moreover, laboratory
experiments often have poorly adjusted experimental protocols, either to the stimulus to
be used, or to the species tested, which promotes behavioral deviations that are difficult
to understand.

As it is possible to see in this review, the new lines of investigation apparently move
towards the exploration of increasingly specific stimuli for each species, taking into account
their visual acuity, as well as the environmental and habitat constraints that can influence.
This specificity seeks the selectivity of behavioral systems and, consequently, their best
effectiveness in safeguarding and defending these species.

4.4. Mixed

Mixed systems comprise the behavioral effects of the stimuli used, plus the potential
synergy effect, such as, simultaneously, the effect of light or sound with the bubble curtain, which
can be, according to some authors, more effective in controlling fish behavior [22,36,40,45,52,88].

The bubble curtain integrates 89% of the mixed experiences studied in this work. The
curtain of small and air bubbles rising in the water column generates turbulence with
recirculation currents [89,90], establishing an air/water interface that interferes with the
propagation of sound and light, experiences refraction phenomena in propagation medium,
with changes in speed and direction. This physical phenomenon may be the cause of the
increased efficiency of the bubble curtain, when combined with other stimuli such as sound
or light. Another aspect of interest in the analysis of bubble curtains is the emission of
“parasitic” sound emitted in the passage of air in the holes of the diffuser sleeve [91–93],
which can generate values up to 130 dB (ref 1 µPa) and frequencies up to 300 Hz [40]. Thus,
we can consider that the bubble curtain includes in its structure a mixed system of visual
and sound effects, with partial effects depending on the pressure exerted on the diffuser
tube and on the diameter of the air outlet holes.

Mixed systems generally aim to disperse the repulsive/attractive effects with the
use of several stimuli simultaneously and can, at certain frequencies or intensities, be
redundant or, contrarily, reach sensitivities not achieved by the effects isolated the stimuli.
Within this scope, if in one hand mixed systems may reach a greater range of sensitivities
in the species present, but on the other one they reduce the possibility of controlling the
specific selective filters for each species.

This apparent lack of selectivity of mixed systems does not reduce the high utility
that these systems present in projects in which it is intended to remove as many species as
possible, such as in the cooling water intake of a nuclear power plant. On the other hand,
given their multimodal characteristics, mixed systems will have a greater capacity to limit
the phenomenon of habituation characteristic of isolated systems.

In future terms, these systems are following the trend of the remaining isolated
stimuli, with the use of more complex stimuli. Although the bubbles curtains remain the
main option in the researched experiences, new visual and acoustic capacities are being
successfully explored for this stimulus [40].

5. Conclusions

This work allowed to analyze, within each stimulus studied, a set of studies with
more or less success in relation to the proposed objectives. Of this universe, 70% were
performed under controlled laboratory conditions, with about 90% having the purpose
of the repulsive effect of the stimulus and only about 10% having the objective of the
attractive effect of the stimulus. Another interesting aspect to highlight is the fact that
in the acoustic or mixed stimulus we observed the predominance of the use of complex
and/or modeled sounds to the detriment of pure sounds. In the case of the light or mixed
stimulus, this predominance was observed with the use of the strobe effect to the detriment
of continuous light, the latter being used almost exclusively to obtain the attractive effect
of the fish. The cyprinid family leads the use in tests with carp H. molitrix, H. nobilis and C.
carpio, and in particular with acoustic stimuli, demonstrating the concern of the scientific
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community to find specific control mechanisms and filters for these species, considered in
many areas of the globe as voracious invaders, with great negative impacts on the native
fish communities of the areas colonizing.

It is notorious that there is almost no analysis of the fish’s habituation to the stimuli
tested in the analyzed experiments until 2012 [36], a situation that remains after that
date, although its importance in the results’ effectiveness is recognized, in spite that,
different authors insistently mention the need to avoid this phenomenon. Future work
should close this important gap, allowing to strengthen current knowledge by introducing
specific analysis periods in the test protocols, both during stimulus in action and in the
post-stimulus period.

Technological advances in areas such as acoustics or light have contributed and will
in the near future be decisive to increase the knowledge of behavioral differentiation, thus
allowing the development of selective filters that are increasingly specialized and directed
to a specific species or set of species. It is evident in the reported studies, focused in the
scope of this review, the importance given to the introduction of technology, in the future,
either in the discovery of new visual sensitivities through the analysis of wavelength
gradients, or in the search for new, more elaborate and complex acoustic stimuli.

Although these promising lines of research are yielding some interesting results, it
still needs further studies in the laboratory phase. The variability of the observed results,
managing to be contradictory in the levels of effectiveness, sometimes for the same species,
may indicate the need to define well-characterized and truly reproducible methodologies,
so that repeatability and validation reinforce the value of the results. It would be interesting
for the scientific community to establish a set of theoretical sampling protocols, especially
for acoustic and light stimuli, taking into account: preparation and adequate logistics of
the experiments (material means and species tested), methodologies (phases, test times,
periods of the day, stimuli and respective characterization with the definition of the param-
eters/units to be evaluated), to increase the potential for repeatability of tests with different
age groups and/or with other species, whether native or non-native.
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